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OVERVIEW

Was that the low in bond yields? That is a question that has
been asked over the last 30 years of this bond bull market
only to be answered with a resounding, “No”. So is it
diﬀerent this time? In the first week of July the benchmark
US 10-year bond traded to a low yield of 1.35%, but quickly
reversed to end the month over 1.50%. As yields have fallen,
the income trade has seen increased inflows driving up the
value of ‘safe’, high-yielding areas of the market such as
consumer staples, telecoms and utilities. But if we really do
see a low (or a bounce) in yields, all of these crowded areas
will suﬀer and we could see a massive rotation back into
lagging sectors (Financials and Healthcare). What is causing
some to question if we will have a bounce in yields is that
the world is actually doing ok. US economic data (while
slow) is recovering, the emerging markets are performing
well, and there are some early indications that wage
inflation may be returning. Is it possible that if all of these
factors remain strong, the Fed will have no choice but to
raise rates before the end of the year taking yields higher?
The market isn’t expecting a hike this year, but the market
has been wrong before.
The market rally that began from the Brexit dip continued
through July driving many North American markets to
record highs. What has been interesting with this move has
been the way equities have disconnected from the oil price.
For most of the last year equity markets have tracked oil, but
that trend broke in July as oil fell almost 20% in the month
and markets rallied. Some reasons for the oil sell-oﬀ are
unique to that commodity, from supply coming back in

troubled areas to hedging demands, but they did result in a
sell-oﬀ that has been shrugged oﬀ. And while the Canadian
Banks have traded like oil companies most of the year, they
also ignored the selloﬀ. The recent bull case for equities has
been the TINA bid (There Is No Alternative), pushing
investors towards equities in their search for higher income.
This was highlighted in the month as the US 30 year bond
yield moved below the dividend yield of the S&P 500 for the
first time since 2009. In a low-rate environment, this flow of
funds may continue to be a backstop dampening volatility in
the market.
The TSX has been the strongest market among the G7 this
year. Given our resource exposure, the Canadian market
has been viewed as a proxy for strength in the emerging
markets and as long as China and India keep growing the
TSX should keep leading the charge. Base metals and
energy are usually the best sectors for this theme and the
fund has been overweight these areas for the past few
months. While oil did sell oﬀ in July, the energy stocks have
held up better, helped by a strong natural gas price, and
copper’s performance has kept names like First Quantum
and Teck Resources moving higher.
The Front Street Select Equity Fund was up 3.5% for July and
is up 12.1% for the year. August is traditionally a very
volatile month and this year is shaping up to be no diﬀerent.
With a market at all-time highs heading into a second half of
the year that will be filled with US politics and Fed hike
debates there may be some merit to taking down risk. The
gold sector remains the star for 2016 but that is a signal of
the amount of fear in this market. So, while money coming
to hide in equities can be a nice backstop, for the market to
break out and move materially higher we do need to have
bond yields stabilize and investors look to equities for
growth – not income. Investors have been programmed of
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late to sell any potential of a rate hike, but if we start to look at a rate hike as a sign
things are getting better, that might be what we need to move on to the next
phase of this market.
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Forward-looking Statements: The information contained in this transcript may include estimates, projections and other "forward‐looking statements",
which are generally expressed in the future tense, or using words such as "expect", "anticipate", "believe" or "may", whether or not they are expressly identified
as forward looking statements. Any such statements pertaining to our investment products were based on assumptions that we believed to be reasonable at
the time, but which may prove to be incorrect. As a result, any forward‐looking statements may prove to be incorrect and actual performance may diﬀer
materially from that predicted in any forward-looking statements. The opinions expressed herein reflect those of the individual portfolio manager. These
opinions are subject to change at any time based on market or other conditions, and Front Street Capital disclaims any responsibility to update such views.
These opinions may diﬀer from those of other portfolio managers or of Front Street Capital as a whole. The information and material presented herein are
for information purposes only and not to be used or construed as a public oﬀering, an oﬀer to sell or the solicitation of an oﬀer to buy any securities, which
may only be made pursuant to a prospectus. Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund
investments. Please read the prospectus before investing.
The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns including changes in share value and reinvestment of all dividends and do
not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any securityholder that would have reduced returns.
Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. Comparisons to indices and other benchmarks
are inherently unreliable indicators of future performance. “NOT THE INDEX” is a registered trademark of Front Street Capital 2004.
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